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Despite the outpouring of social support posted to social
media channels in the aftermath of disaster, finding and
managing content that can translate into community
relief, donations, volunteering, or other recovery
support is difficult due to the lack of sufficient annotated
data around volunteerism. This paper addresses these
challenges by constructing a general machine learning
model that is transferable from one crisis to the other
and by introducing a method for integrating domain
expertise into language classification to improve the
classification accuracy.
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From 25 high-level information types, we only consider 4 of them
as volunteer- or donation-related labels .

TREC-IS 2018-2019_2020_2021A:  98,391 Manually Assessed Twitter Posts
Only 4,063 volunteer-related (about 4.1%)

“Donation needs or offers or 
volunteering services”

from CrisisNLP

t 594 Tweets 
from



A clear imbalance exists 
between recovery- and 
non-recovery-related 
data.



Analyses of online volunteerism efforts are primarily 
facilitated by qualitative methods among few crises.  
This leaves opportunities to study volunteerism and 
local community-based volunteer groups from a 
quantitative perspective and evaluate consistencies 
across disaster events especially in presence of 
sparsity of volunteerism content. 



How similar is volunteerism and recovery language across 
different events and event-types? 

Which strategies are better for re-weighting crisis events of 
similar types when learning the volunteer/donation information?

What source of weakly supervised volunteerism data leads to 
the largest performance improvements in our models?
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Sentence-embeddings using Sentence-BERT

Group based on events–types

and

take average

Measure cosine similarity

Sentence-embeddings using Sentence-BERT



CONSISTENCY IN VOLUNTEERISM ACROSS CRISES



CONSISTENCY IN VOLUNTEERISM ACROSS CRISES



Result 1
Volunteer- and donation-related social media
content appears similar across disaster events
and disaster types to warrant transferring
models across disasters.

How similar is volunteerism and recovery language across different events and 
event types? 
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SAMPLING

No Sampling

Up-Sampling

Down-

Sampling

Weighting

No Weighting Up Weighting
Event-type 

weighting
Heuristic 

Weighting

None NONE-UPW - -

DOWN DOWN-UPW -

UP UP-UPW UP-EV UP-HEURISTIC

-



TRANSFERABILITY OF VOLUNTEERISM DATA ACROSS CRISES



Result 2

There is no clear winner for sampling and
weighting strategies. One could decide which
strategies to use based on which metric is more
important for their problem.

“UP” strategies outperform other weighting and
sampling strategies on F1 while preserving
relatively high precision and recall.

Which strategies are better for re-weighting crisis events of similar types 
when learning the volunteer/donation information?
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What source of 
external data leads 

to the largest 
performance 

improvements in 
our models? 

59,734 
tweets from 

unlabeled 
TREC-IS

NGO
Unlabeled Crisis

60k randomly 
sampled 

English tweets

Random



Weak-Supervision Methods

Semi-supervisionLabel-spreadingLabeled all as “volunteer”



WEAK SUPERVISION FOR INTEGRATING DOMAIN EXPERTISE



WEAK SUPERVISION FOR INTEGRATING DOMAIN EXPERTISE



Result 3

First, augmenting our training data with weakly
supervised data increases overall performance.

Second, the study sheds light on the importance of
integrating domain knowledge(e.g. NGOs) to
identify additional sources of data to augment the
initial dataset.

What source of weakly supervised volunteerism data leads to the 

largest performance improvements in our models?



Despite the outpouring of social support posted to social
media channels in the aftermath of disaster, finding and
managing content that can translate into community
relief, donations, volunteering, or other recovery
support is difficult due to the lack of sufficient annotated
data around volunteerism. This paper addresses these
challenges by constructing a general machine learning
model that is transferable from one crisis to the other
and by introducing a method for integrating domain
expertise into language classification to improve the
classification accuracy.



Thank you! Questions? 


